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ZFS  

What is ZFS? 

ZFS is a fundamentally new file system that radically changes the principles of file system administration 

with today's unique features and benefits. ZFS has been designed as a reliable, scalable and easy to 

administer tool. 

Pool Storage Model in ZFS 

ZFS uses the principle of storage pools to manage physical storage. Historically, file systems have been 

built on the basis of a single physical device. To use multiple devices and ensure data redundancy, the 

concept of a volume manager was introduced, providing presentation of multiple devices as a single 

device to eliminate the need to change file systems. This development allowed us to move to a new 

level of complexity and, ultimately, preceded certain improvements to file systems, since a typical file 

system did not provide control over the physical placement of data in virtualized volumes. 

ZFS completely eliminates the volume management process. Instead of forcing virtualized volumes to be 

created, ZFS consolidates devices into a storage pool. A storage device pool describes the physical 

characteristics of storage (device placement, data redundancy, etc.) and acts as a data warehouse for 

creating file systems. File systems are no longer limited to individual devices which allow them to share 

space in the pool. Preliminary sizing of the file system is no longer required because file systems 

automatically expand within the space allocated for the storage pool. When adding a new storage, all 

file systems in the pool can immediately start using additional space without administrator intervention. 

In many ways, the storage pool acts as a virtual memory system. When RAM is added to the DIMM, the 

operating system does not require calling certain commands to configure the memory and assign it to 

individual processes. All processes in the system use additional memory automatically. 

Transactional semantics 

ZFS is a transactional file system. This means that its state on the disk is always consistent. Traditional 

file systems overwrite data on a physical medium. Therefore, for example, when performance decreases 

between the time the data block was allocated and its assignment to the directory, the file system 

remains in an inconsistent state. Historically, such problems were resolved by using commands like fsck 

which were used to view and check the status of the file system with an attempt to resolve all 

contradictions. This task was especially difficult for administrators and always caused accompanying 

difficulties. The principle of journaling was later introduced into file systems. During the journaling 

process, operations are recorded in a separate journal, which, if necessary, can be safely reproduced in 

the event of a complete system failure. This process entails additional costs, since data is recorded twice 

and often leads to new problems, for example, when the log cannot be correctly reproduced. 

In a transactional file system, data is managed using copy-on-write semantics. Data is never 

overwritten, and any sequence of operations is either completely executed or completely ignored. This 

mechanism ensures that the file system cannot be damaged as a result of an unexpected power outage 

or a complete system failure. Therefore, there is no equivalent to fsck command on this system. 

Although the last recorded data items may be lost, the file system itself always remains complete. In 

addition, synchronous data (recorded using the O_DSYNC flag) is always guaranteed to be stored before 

being returned and therefore cannot be lost. During the recording process, the ZFS technology layer 

uses the Round-Robin policy to allocate blocks on virtual devices (vdev) to ensure the distribution of 

data blocks between vdev devices and increase read and write performance. 



Checksums and self-healing data 

In ZFS, the control of the amounts for all data and metadata is performed using an algorithm that can be 

selected by the user. Traditional file systems that really provide checksum calculation performed this 

procedure in blocks by virtue of the necessity at the level of volume management and the structure of 

the traditional file system. The traditional model implies that certain types of failure, such as writing an 

entire block to an erroneous location, can lead to the fact that the data from which the checksum was 

correctly calculated is actually incorrect. ZFS checksums are stored in such a way that these failures are 

identified and can be corrected correctly. All checksum operations and data recovery are performed at 

the file system level and do not affect the operation of applications. 

In addition, ZFS provides self-healing capabilities. ZFS supports storage pools with varying levels of data 

redundancy, including mirroring and RAID-5 variation. If a damaged data block is found, ZFS transfers 

the correct data from another backup and restores the data, replacing it with a high-quality copy. 

 

Unrivaled Scalability 

ZFS was originally developed as the most scalable file system. It is a 128-bit file system with data storage 

capacity of 256 septillion zettabytes. All metadata is distributed dynamically, and there is no need for 

preliminary allocation of inodes or any other restrictions on the scalability of the file system when it is 

created. All algorithms have been designed for scalability. Directories can contain up to 248 (256 trillion) 

entries, and there is no limit to the number of file systems or files contained in a file system. 

 

ZFS Snapshots 

A snapshot is a read-only copy of a file system or volume. Pictures are taken as part of a quick and easy 

procedure. Initially, snapshots do not take up additional pool space. 

As the data in the active dataset changes, the snapshot takes up space due to the availability of links to 

old data. As a result, the snapshot prevents freeing up space in the pool. 

 



Simplified Administration 

Most importantly, ZFS provides a significantly simplified administration model. Due to the hierarchical 

arrangement of file systems, inheritance of properties, automatic management of mount points and the 

semantics of NFS sharing, ZFS technology simplifies the creation and administration of file systems, 

eliminating the need to execute a large number of commands or edit configuration files. Setting quotas 

or reserved space, activating or deactivating compression, or managing mount points for multiple file 

systems is done with a single command. Diagnosis and correction of devices can be carried out without 

using special sets of volume manager commands. You can create an unlimited number of snapshots of 

file systems. You can back up and restore individual file systems. 

ZFS manages file systems through a hierarchy that provides simplified administration of properties such 

as quotas, reserved space, compression, and mount points. In this model, file systems become the 

central point of administration. File systems themselves are not expensive (cost equivalent to a new 

directory), which allows you to create a file system for each user, project, desktop, etc. Thanks to this 

structure, individual administration points can be more accurately defined. 

 

ZFS and Storage Short Glossary 

 

This section provides basic terminology used in this guide: 

Checksum 

256-bit data hash in a file system block. The ability to calculate a checksum can range from the simple 

and fast fletcher2 algorithm (default) to cryptographic hashing, such as SHA256. 

Clone 

A file system whose original contents are identical to the contents of the snapshot. 

Dataset  

The generic name of the following ZFS objects: clones, file systems, snapshots, or volumes. Each dataset 

is identified by a unique name in the ZFS namespace. 

Pool 

Gets the name of the storage pool that contains the data set. A logical group of devices that describes 

the location and physical characteristics of the available data storage space. Space for data sets is taken 

from the pool. 

File system (FS / filesystem) 

A ZFS dataset of a filesystem type mounted into a standard system namespace and functioning similarly 

to other file systems. 

Mirror device (mirror) 

A virtual device that stores identical copies of data on two or more disks. In case of failure of any disk of 

the mirror device, the same data can be provided by any other disk of this mirror device. 



RAID-Z 

A virtual device for storing data and parity control on multiple disks. RAID-Z /RAID-Z2 are close 

analogues, respectively, RAID-5 /RAID-6. The RAID-Z3 variant is an even more reliable storage method 

and has no close analogues among the "traditional" RAID terminology. 

Transferring up-to-date data 

The process of transferring data from one device to another is transferring up-to-date data. For 

example, if one mirror component is replaced or taken offline, then the current data from another 

component is copied to the restored mirror component. In traditional volume management solutions, 

this process is called mirror resynchronization. 

Snapshot 

A read-only image of a file system or volume at a specific point in time. 

Virtual Device (vdev) 

A logical device in a pool, which can be a physical device, file, or set of devices. 

Volume 

A dataset used to emulate a physical device. For example, you can create a ZFS volume as a swap device. 

Disk allocation policies (allocation classes) 

When creating a pool, ZFS allows you to configure policies for placing data on disks. The following 

categories of data are available for setting location: deduplicated data, data with a small block size, 

metadata. The functionality of the allocation policies allows you to assign separate disk configurations 

for each of the designated allocation categories in order to increase fault tolerance and performance 

when working with heterogeneous data. Placement policies for ARGO storage are configured only by the 

manufacturer’s engineers. 

Data Storage System (DSS) 

Comprehensive software and hardware solution for organizing data storage and providing access to 

them. Consists of controllers, disk shelves and corresponding interconnect. 

Storage controller 

A hardware-software component that controls the distribution and caching of data blocks and provides 

access to them. It is an x86_64 architecture server with installed disks and ARGO software. The 

controllers are equipped with appropriate network cards with support for the necessary protocols for 

organizing communication with the customer’s network. 

Disk drives (drives) 

The smallest design unit for data storage. ARGO storage systems support HDD, SSD types with SAS, SATA 

and 2.5 ”, 3.5” form factor protocols. 

 

 



Monitoring subsystem 

The monitoring subsystem in ARGO storage is represented by the Zabbix OpenSource solution, which is 

a recognized leader among open monitoring systems in terms of the prevalence, security and size of the 

user and developer community. Zabbix allows you to track any performance metrics, build reports. The 

monitoring and reporting system is set up by the manufacturer according to individual customer 

requests as part of an agreement on support (technical support) of the system. 

Interconnect storage 

Storage component responsible for combining controllers and disk shelves into a single data storage 

system. In the case of using disk JBOD-shelves interconnect is a SAS-cables. In the case of scaling the 

storage to the option with active disk shelves, the interconnect consists of network switches, the 

appropriate cable infrastructure and is purchased separately. 

Single Point of Failure/SPOF 

A storage component whose failure can disable the entire system or cause data inaccessibility. In ARGO 

storage, components are duplicated both at the disk array level and at the level of component 

subsystems, which eliminates the possibility of data inaccessibility. For example, in the event of a 

component power supply failure, there are redundant units. In the event of failure of one of the disk 

array controllers - access to data is possible through another controller. In case of cable / switch failure - 

there is a backup component. If a disk fails, the pool configuration will allow you to continue working on 

other disks due to redundancy and parity control mechanisms. 

Equipment downtime (service providing downtime) 

A situation characterized by the impossibility of the data storage system functioning due to component 

failure. The possibility of automatic or manual commissioning of duplicate storage components (instead 

of failed) excludes simple equipment (simple provision of services). So, in the event of failure of all 

controllers, or most of the drives due to, for example, fire or flooding, a simple thing will happen. If, in 

the case of the exit, for example, of one controller out of two, there remains the possibility of manual or 

automatic switching to redundant controllers, then this situation does not apply to downtime. 

It is necessary to distinguish between downtime and stop providing services. The latter is an integral 

part of the life cycle of any storage system. Stopping the provision of services is not a downtime, but is a 

controlled and controlled action to ensure, for example, reconfiguration of the storage system or its 

maintenance. 

An extended service contract with the manufacturer allows minimizing risks and downtime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ZFS Component Naming Requirements 

Each ZFS component must be named in accordance with the following rules: 

● Empty components are not allowed. 

● Each component can contain only alphanumeric characters, with the exception of the following four 

special characters: 

● Underline (_) 

● Hyphen (-) 

● Colon (:) 

● Dot (.) 

● Pool names must begin with a letter, subject to the following restrictions: 

● The use of the initial sequence c [0–9] is not permitted. 

● The log name is reserved. 

● You are not allowed to use names that begin with mirror, raidz, or spare, since such names are 

reserved. 

● In addition, pool names must not include a percent sign (%). 

● Dataset names must begin with an alphanumeric character. Dataset names must not include a percent 

sign (%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Management 

 

Instructions for working with users in the web management system * ARGO storage 

 

1. Open a browser and log in to the ARGO storage management web interface. To do this, in the address 

bar, enter a URL of the form: https://IP_OR_SERVER_NAME:10000 and click on the Login button under 

the input line. 

 

You will be taken to the main window of the ARGO web storage management system. The central frame 

of the window  

 

displays the status of the data sets available in the system. The list of modules access to which is allowed 

for the current user is displayed on the left. 

 

 



2. Open the Webmin spoiler in the left frame of the main window and click on the Webmin users link. 

You will be redirected to the page of the user management module of the ARGO administration system. 

The central frame of the window contains a list of users existing in the system. 

 

* The ARGO storage system envisages web interface use for operations that do not require a 

professional level of training of specialists in ARGO storage systems. More complex issues, such as: 

cluster management, snapshot management, replication setup, etc. solved using command line utilities 

(cli). 

 

 

3. In this implementation of the control system, access control is based on groups with a given level of 

authority in the system. A user who is a member of a group has certain privileges defined for this group. 

Currently, 2 levels of authority and, accordingly, 2 groups with predefined names are supported: 

 

 

Group Description 

webadmins The highest level of access to the control system. It can create, edit and delete other 
users, as well as allow other users to access certain control modules. Can create 
and manage system objects (datasets and SMB resources). 

webusers Access only to objects allowed by the administrator and in read-only mode. Can edit 
the parameters of the system’s own interface (for example, the interface language). 

 

 

Note: 

Please use the following recommendations when working with users in the ARGO management system: 

• Each user of the system must have a personal account in the system with the appropriate level of 

authority. This allows you to correctly maintain statistics on access to the system and simplifies the 

solution of problems that arise during operation. 

• Do not create many (and especially all) users with administrative rights in the system. The user with 

the highest level of authority has access to all objects in the system and may inadvertently damage 

them. Good practice - no more than two administrative accounts. 



• When creating users, provide access only to those modules of the system with which the user needs to 

work according to his authority. 

 

 

4. To create a new user in the system, click the Создать нового пользователя 

Webmin link located at the bottom of the list of users. 

 

5. Fill in all the required fields of the form Создание пользователя Webmin 

 

• Enter a unique username in the appropriate field. The name may consist of letters of the Latin 

alphabet and numbers. The use of Russian letters in the username is unacceptable! 

• Select the group to which the user will belong and in accordance with the recommendations from 

paragraph 4 of this manual. 

• In the Пароль field, select Установить в .. and enter the password in the field on the right 

• Enter the name of the user in the Настоящее имя field (you can use both Latin characters and 

Cyrillic). 

 

6. Expand the spoiler Доступные модули Webmin and check the modules to which you want to allow 

access for the created user. 

 

7. Upon completion of entering all the necessary data, click the Создать button, located under the 

central frame. 

 



 
 

 

8. Make sure that the new user is created successfully and that his name is on the general list of users of 

the ARGO management system. 

 

9. Perform a test login on behalf of the created user and in order to verify 

 

 

 

the correctness of the entered data (for example, password). 

 

Also make sure that all the necessary modules of the ARGO control system are available to the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

10. The creation of a new user is completed. Provide the user with the following information needed to 

access the system: 

• Full address of the management system server (see point 1) 

• Username 

• Password to access the system. 

 

11. If you are a member of the Webadmins group, you can perform editing operations for any 

parameters of other users — for example, group membership and password. Members of the webusers 

group have limited rights and can only change some of their own settings, such as the interface 

language or their password. 

 

12. For example, in order to change the user password, go to the user management module. Next, in the 

list of users, click on the link with the name of the user that you want to edit and change password). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

13. In the Пароль field, select Установить в .. and enter a new password in the corresponding field 

on the right. Click the Save button to apply the changes. The new password takes effect immediately, 

from the moment it is saved. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

14. To delete a user, open the main list of users of the system and make a note to the left of the name of 

the user to be deleted. 

 

 

15. Click the Удалить выбранные button to perform the delete user operation. 

16. Carefully read the security warning about this operation and click the Удалить пользователей 

button if you agree with this operation. 

 



 

17. Make sure that the user is deleted successfully and is not in the list of all users of the system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

How to change your password to log in to the ARGO web storage management 

system 

1. A user with any authority can independently change his own password to log into the system. To do 

this, you must log in as usual and using the current password. 

 

2. Go to the Webmin Users user management module 

3. Select your own name in the user list 

 

 

4. Select the value Установить в.. in the Пароль field list and set a new password in the 

corresponding field on the right. 

5. Upon completion of data entry, click the Сохранить button. 



 

6. The new password is effective immediately after the save operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Instructions for working with ZFS file systems in ARGO web-based storage 

management system  

1. Open a browser and log in to the ARGO storage management web interface. To do this, in the address 

bar, enter a URL of the form: https://IP_OR_SERVER_NAME:10000 and click on the Login/Вход button 

under the input line 

 

 

2. You will be taken to the main window of the ARGO web storage management system. The central 

frame of the window displays the status of the data sets available in the system; in the left farm a list of 

modules is displayed, access to which is allowed for the current user. 

 

 

3. Expand the Оборудование spoiler and click on the ZFSMGR link. You will be redirected to the 

module page with which you manage ZFS file systems (data sets or datasets). The list of available disk 

pools for which the creation of ZFS file systems is allowed is displayed in the center frame of the window 

(Системная информация section) 

 

 



4. You can check the current parameters of any dataset from the list by opening the spoiler with the 

name of the disk pool and clicking on the data set of interest. 

 

Note: 

• The first data set in the list that matches the name of the disk pool is the root dataset in the pool. The 

parameters of this dataset are the default parameters for all other ZFS file systems that will be created 

in this disk pool. You can view these parameters by clicking on the link with the name of the root 

dataset. 

 

 

5. To create a new ZFS file system, click Создать новый набор данных at the bottom of the list of 

disk pools. 

6. Set the required parameters for the new file system in the form that opens. The following table 

describes the form fields and their meaning: 

 

 

 

 

 



Parameter Description 

New dataset name The unique name of the dataset. Latin letters and numbers can be used. 
The use of the Russian alphabet letters in the name is unacceptable! 

Data limitation Limitations on the amount of data that can be written to a given dataset 
and its attached datasets 

Block size Specifies the recording block size for the new data set 

NFS Access Allows you to grant NFS access and set additional parameters for such 
access 

Compression algorithm Allows you to configure the compression algorithm when writing to the 
current data set 

Read only Allows or denies recording on this dataset 

User name Specifies the name of the user who owns the current data set. 

Group Specifies the group to which the current dataset will belong. 

Access rights Sets the rights to the directory where the created data set will be mounted. 

 

 

Note: 

• Currently, to work correctly with ZFS file systems, only the user nobody and the nobody group are 

supported. The use of users and groups other than those indicated may result in the inability to access 

the file system and, as a result, inaccessibility of data located on this file system. 

• You can use your own parameters when creating a new dataset or inherit parameters from a higher 

dataset in the dataset hierarchy (by selecting the inherit item in the selection list) 

• If the NFS Access parameter is set to on or additional options for the NFS server are specified, access 

to this NFS server can be obtained using the following path on the NFS client: 

• server_name_or_IP:/storage_pool_name/dataset_name 

 

7. At the end of setting the parameters in the form for creating a new data set, click the Создать button 

at the bottom of the form. 



 

8. In the window that opens, make sure that the data set is created successfully and that all parameters 

are set correctly. 

 

9. Click the Вернуться к списку наборов данных link and make sure that the new dataset is 

present in the list. 

 

10. Most of the data set parameters can be changed at any time by clicking on the link with the 

parameter name and entering its new value. 

In the following example, writing to the specified data set will be prohibited. 

 

Make sure the dataset is now in read-only mode (“Только чтение”) 

 

 



 

11. To delete the current dataset, click the Удалить текущий набор данных button located below the 

list of parameters. 

 

Attention! 

• Be careful and make sure again that you really want to delete this particular data set! 

• This operation will destroy all data located on this dataset! 

• After deleting the dataset, data recovery will be IMPOSSIBLE! 

 

Read the warning carefully and click “Удалить” if you agree and understand the consequences of this 

operation. 

12. The data set will be deleted. Make sure it is not in the dataset list. 

 

 

 



Instructions for working with SMB file resources in ARGO web-based storage 

management system  

Before you start working with SMB file resources, make sure that the appropriate dataset for storing 

data exists and is configured correctly. To create and configure the dataset, refer to the Instructions for 

Working with ZFS File Systems in ARGO web-based Storage Management System. 

Use the data below to control the parameters of the dataset intended for the SMB resource: 

Parameter Value 

Read only off 

User name and group nobody:nobody 

Access rights 755 

 

1. Open a browser and log in to the ARGO storage management web interface. To do this, go to the 

address: https://IP_OR_SERVER_NAME:10000, enter your username and password, and then click the 

Login/Вход button under the input line: 

2. You will be redirected to the main window of the ARGO storage system web management system. 

The central (main) frame of the window displays the status of the data storage pools available in the 

system; in the left frame a list of modules is displayed, access to which is allowed for the current user. 

 

3. To go to the SMB resource management module, open the Services spoiler in the left frame of the 

window and click on the Samba Windows File Sharing link 

 

 



4. The initial screen of the module contains a list of SMB resources configured on this server. By clicking 

on the link with the name of a specific resource, you can see the details of its configuration  

 

5. To add a new SMB file resource, click the Создание нового файлового ресурса link located 

under the list of all SMB resources. 

 



6. Fill in all the parameter fields in the form that opens. Note that the Каталог ресурса field must 

point to an existing dataset that belongs to an authorized storage pool. Entering other values in this 

field, such as a non-existent path to the dataset or an invalid storage pool, will result in an error when 

creating the SMB file resource. 

7. Upon completion of data entry, click the Создать button located at the bottom of the form. 

8. Make sure that the file resource is created successfully and is present in the general list of SMB file 

resources configured on this server. Please note that the created resource is in the «Только чтение 

для всех известных пользователей» mode by default. Writing data to this resource is not possible 

without additional configuration. 

9. In order to allow writing to the created SMB resource, click on the link with its name in the general list 

of resources. 



10. You will be redirected to the Редактирование файлового ресурса form. Click icon 

Управление безопасностью и доступом in the section Другие параметры ресурса. 

11. Edit the security settings for this resource, following the description from the table below: 

Parameter Value 

Recording permitted yes 

Guest access Only guest 

UNIX Guest user  nobody 

 

Note: 

• Currently, only public access to SMB file resources is supported; authentication and authorization of 

users does not occur. This means that any user who has network access to this server also gets access to 

all the SMB file resources located on it. 

• To make access to SMB resources more secure, use the Разрешенные узлы field, where you can 

specify IP addresses or networks from which it is allowed to access specific SMB resources. 

 

 

 



12. At the end of data entry, click the Сохранить button to apply the changes. 

13. Click the Вернуться к списку ресурсов link at the bottom of the file resource editing window. 

Make sure that the security field has changed to Чтение/Запись для всех, which means the ability to 

write data to this resource. 

14. To check access to the created SMB resource, on a workstation with MS Windows installed, open the 

Проводник program and type the following URL in the address bar :\\SERVER_NAME_OR_IP\smb1 

15. The specified resource must be available, which indicates its correct configuration. 



16. To check the ability to write to the resource data, copy any file there or create an empty directory. If 

the operation succeeds, then writing to this resource is allowed. 

17. You can always change the parameters of any SMB resource using the instructions described in 

paragraphs 10-14. 

18. To delete an existing SMB file resource, open the general list of server resources and select the 

resource that you want to delete. 

 

19. Click the Удалить выбранные шары button below the list of resources. 

Attention: 



• Be careful when performing this operation. Make sure that you delete the exact resource that you 

need. 

• The resource will be deleted immediately, no additional confirmation will be requested for the delete 

operation. 

• Deletion of the SMB file resource does not affect the data located on the dataset for which the 

resource was created and means the termination of the ability to access this data via the SMB protocol. 

In order to delete the data on the dataset, use the capabilities of the zfsmgr module. 

 

20. Verify that the resource was deleted successfully and that its name no longer appears in the SMB file 

resource list of this server. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions for replacing disks with disks of least capacity in the disk module 

without interruption 



Create a ticket about the planned work on http://support.argotech.io portal. 

Wait until the diagnosis is completed by the ARGO team and permission from it to carry out the work. 

Turn off the module through the ARGO web-based storage management system. 

Remove HDDs from the module. 

Install HDDs of a different capacity into the module. 

Enable the module through the ARGO web storage management system. 

Notify the ARGO team of completion. 

Wait until the data redundancy recovery procedure is completed. 

Wait for the final diagnostics by the ARGO team and closing the created ticket. 

Done. 

 

Instructions for working with ZFS file systems in REST-CLI management system 

 

1. Open a terminal and log in to the ARGO command line interface. To do this, in the terminal of the 

client machine, enter the line: 

client#ssh-p2222-l _USER_ _STORAGE_IP_ 

Where 

_USER_ - username for logging into ARGO storage 

_STORAGE_IP_ - IP address/name of the ARGO storage server 

Here and in the replication section, there is an invitation from your local machine, designated as client #, 

it only shows that the commands are executed from another host from your network, and not from the 

ARGO storage command line. 

For Windows systems, it is recommended that you use plink.exe from PuTTY as an alternative to ssh 

 

2. You will be taken to the command line of the ARGO storage management system. 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~$ 

All further commands should begin with cli. Here we only consider working with ZFS. 

 

3. In the web-based interface, you can see the name of the pool that you are allowed to work with, this 

also applies to the command line interface. We request a list of datasets in our work pool: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~$ cli zfs list -r p4p2s 

NAME                        USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s                       341T   195T  47,1K  /p4p2s 

p4p2s/replica               100T   295T  1,60G  /p4p2s/replica 

p4p2s/shp4p2s               241T   195T  56,1K  /store/shp4p2s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01    8,00G   195T  8,00G  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s       241T   195T  49,4K  /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01   241T   195T   241T  /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01 

 

 

 

 

Note: 

http://support.argotech.io/


The first data set in the list is the root dataset. The parameters of this dataset are the default 

parameters for all other ZFS file systems that will be created in this disk pool. You can request these 

parameters by running the cli zfs get command and specifying the pool name (see section 4). 

Creating user file systems on the root dataset is prohibited by the Administrator. For placing user data, a 

level 2 dataset is defined, defined by the Administrator as the starting point for mounting in the file 

system. All newly created datasets will be “nested” in the specified level 2 dataset, the path to them 

always starts from the value specified in the “Mountpoint” column. 

 

4. You can check the current parameters of any dataset from the list by requesting them with the cli zfs 

get command: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~$ cli zfs get all p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01 

NAME                       PROPERTY           VALUE                       SOURCE 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  type               filesystem                  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  creation           ср окт. 23  2:01 2019  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  used               241T                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  available          195T                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  referenced         241T                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  compressratio      1.00x                       - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  mounted            yes                         - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  quota              none                        received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  reservation        none                        received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  recordsize         1M                          received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  mountpoint         /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  inherited from 

p4p2s/shp4p2s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  sharenfs           on                          received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  checksum           on                          default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  compression        on                          received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  atime              on                          default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  devices            off                         received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  exec               off                         received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  setuid             off                         received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  readonly           off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  zoned              off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  snapdir            hidden                      default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  aclmode            discard                     default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  aclinherit         restricted                  default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  createtxg          462027                      - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  canmount           on                          default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  xattr              on                          default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  copies             1                           default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  version            5                           - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  utf8only           off                         - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  normalization      none                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  casesensitivity    sensitive                   - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  vscan              off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  nbmand             off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  sharesmb           off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  refquota           none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  refreservation     none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  guid               10441660394970203358        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  primarycache       all                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  secondarycache     all                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  usedbysnapshots    339K                        - 



p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  usedbydataset      241T                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  usedbychildren     0B                          - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  usedbyrefreservation  0B                          - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  logbias            latency                     default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  objsetid           270844                      - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  dedup              off                         received 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  mlslabel           none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  sync               standard                    default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  dnodesize          legacy                      default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  refcompressratio   1.00x                       - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  written            0                           - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  logicalused        241T                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  logicalreferenced  241T                        - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  filesystem_limit   none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  snapshot_limit     none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  filesystem_count   none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  snapshot_count     none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  redundant_metadata all                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  overlay            off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  encryption         off                         default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  keylocation        none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  keyformat          none                        default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  pbkdf2iters        0                           default 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01  special_small_blocks  0                           default 

The special parameter all, which was used in this example, displays the values of all the properties of the 

dataset that the kernel of the ARGO storage system understands. 

 

5. To create a new ZFS file system, run the following command: 

test01@zcli:~$ cli zfs create p4p2s/shp4p2s/test01 

Make sure dataset has been created successfully: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~$ cli zfs list -r p4p2s 

NAME                        USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s                       341T   195T  47,1K  /p4p2s 

p4p2s/replica               100T   295T  58,3K  /p4p2s/replica 

p4p2s/shp4p2s               241T   195T  56,1K  /store/shp4p2s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01    8,00G   195T  8,00G  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s       241T   195T  49,4K  /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01   241T   195T   241T  /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/test01       47,1K   195T  47,1K  /store/shp4p2s/test01 

 

6. The dataset is characterized by a rather extensive list of properties (see section 4), some of which you 

can specify at creation or change later. The number of these properties depends on the version of ARGO 

storage software and may differ from that described in this documentation. The following table 

describes the properties you can control: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Feature Default value Source Note 

quota none default Limit data volume, including child 

objects and snapshots 

reservation none default Reserved space, including child 

objects and snapshots 

recordsize 128K default Data block size 

sharenfs off default Make this file system accessible 

via NFS (if on) 

compression on Inherited from 

p4p2s/shp4p2s 

Data Compression on the fly 

readonly off default Only for reading 

refquota none default Limiting the amount of data 

occupied by the file system, not 

including snapshots (not to be 

confused with quota) 

refreservation none default Reserved pool space, not 

including snapshots (not to be 

confused with reservation) 

dedup off default Data deduplication 

sync standard default (A) Synchronous data recording 

 

Any of these properties can be specified when creating a new file system or changed later. 

The general view of the command in this case will look like this: 

storage$ cli zfs create -o property1=value1 -o property2=value2 dataset 

Will demonstrate this with a specific example. Create a new file system with a 1MB data block and 

immediately allow access to it via NFS: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs create -o recordsize=1m -o sharenfs=on p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs list p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

NAME              USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1  47,1K   172T  47,1K  /store/shp4p2s/nfs1 

Check the properties it was created with: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs get recordsize,sharenfs p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

NAME             PROPERTY VALUE  SOURCE 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1  recordsize  1M     local 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1  sharenfs on     local 

 



Now let's try to change the property and deny access to the file system, that is, we will transfer it to read-

only mode. First, check what value this property has: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs get readonly p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

NAME             PROPERTY  VALUE   SOURCE 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1  readonly  off  default 

Read-only mode is off, that is, data can be written to the file system. Deny writing to the file system with 

the following command: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs set readonly=on p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs get readonly p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

NAME             PROPERTY  VALUE   SOURCE 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1  readonly  on   local 

 

Verification shows that the property is now enabled and the file system is in read-only mode. 

In the same way, almost all file system properties can be changed. 

WARNING: Try to avoid thoughtlessly changing properties; remember that they affect data writing 

methods. If you change them during the operation of storage without a deep knowledge of ZFS, then 

the data may be damaged. 

 

Delete a dataset 

To delete a dataset, type the command: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs destroy p4p2s/shp4p2s/nfs1 

Make sure this set does not exist anymore: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r p4p2s/shp4p2s 

NAME                        USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s/shp4p2s               263T   172T  53,9K  /store/shp4p2s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01     413K   172T   355K  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s       263T   172T  49,4K  /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01   263T   172T   263T  /store/shp4p2s/shp4p1s/test01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/test01       47,1K   172T  47,1K  /store/shp4p2s/test01 

 

WARNING: Be extremely careful with the arguments of the delete command, confirming the questions 

it issues and restore an erroneously deleted data set is already IMPOSSIBLE! 

 

 

File system properties 

 

quota = size|none 

Defines the amount of space that data can occupy, including child elements (nested sets and snapshots). 

The quota for the child does not override the value of the parent dataset for which a restriction has 

already been set, but only sets an additional limit. 

 

reservation = size|none 

The minimum amount of space guaranteed for a dataset and its children. If the data on the file system is 

less than the specified volume, it is considered that this volume is occupied. Redundancy maps to parent 

file system quotas and reservations 

 

recordsize=size 

Specifies the block size for files in the file system. The default is 128k. 

 

 



mountpoint 

Defines a mount point for the file system. 

 

sharenfs=on|off|args 

Determines file system availability through NFS. 

 

• on - enable NFS access to the data set 

• off - disable access via NFS (by default) 

• agrs - special NFS data access settings 

 

compression=off|on|lz4|lzjb|zle|gzip|gzip-N 

Enables or disables data compression for the file system. The default is off. 

• off - data compression is disabled 

• on - the compression algorithm is enabled by default (currently it is lz4) 

• lz4 - the most optimal compression algorithm today, providing an acceptable data compression 

rate and quick unpacking when reading 

• lzjb - compression algorithm optimized for maximum performance 

• zle - compression algorithm for identical sequences (zeros) 

• gzip - the algorithm used in the gzip archiver 

• gzip-N - the same as gzip, but with an indication of the degree of compression from 1 (maximum 

speed) to 9 (maximum compression). The default is gzip-6. 

 

copies=1|2|3 

Indicates the number of copies of data in the dataset. These copies are an excessive measure of 

data protection in addition to those implemented at the pool level (in addition to, for example, 

mirroring or using RAIDZ2). Copies are stored, if possible, on different drives. Changing this option 

affects only newly recorded data, therefore it is advisable to set the -o copies = N option at the stage 

of creating the file system. 

 

readonly=on|off 

Changes data access to read-only mode. The default is off (read and write). 

 

refquota=size|one 

Sets a hard limit on the amount of space used. It does not include the space of children and 

snapshots. The default value is none (no limit). 

 

refreservation=size|none 

Determines the minimum amount of space occupied by the file system, excluding children. The 

default value is none (no limit). 

 

dedup=on|off 

Data Deduplication The default is off. WARNING: Turn on only when it is really necessary and you 

understand the consequences! 

 

sync=standard|always|disabled 

Controls the behavior of synchronization requests. 



• standard - the behavior defined in POSIX, ensuring that all synchronization requests are 

written to media and all devices are reset, bearing in mind that the data did not remain in 

the controller caches (default behavior) 

• always - ensures that any file transaction is recorded and discarded before returning from 

the write system call 

• disabled - Disables synchronization requests. File system transactions are periodically 

flushed to media. This option gives maximum performance. But it is also very dangerous due 

to ignoring ZFS requests for synchronization applications such as databases or NFS. 

Administrators should only use this option with a full understanding of the risks. 

 

Snapshots 

Instant snapshots allow you to record the state of the file system at the time the snapshot was created, 

and then transfer this state to another storage system. This makes it possible to organize replication of 

any parts of the pool to any other data warehouse. To create a snapshot, you need to select its name, 

usually the date and time it was taken, for example: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~$ cli zfs snapshot p4p2s/shp4p1s/test02@201911271634 

Let's make sure the snapshot is taken: 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p1s/shp4p1s/test02 

NAME                             USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/test02            96,0G  93,6T  96,0G  /store/shp4p1s/test02 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/test02@201911271634  0B   -  96,0G  - 

As you can see, the snapshot was taken and does not take up space on the pool, but refers to the state 

of the system that was at the time of creation (96 GB). 

After we no longer need the snapshot, we can delete it in the same way as the regular file system 

(dataset): 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs destroy p4p1s/shp4p1s/test02@201911271634 

 

Let’s make sure snapshot doesn’t exist anymore:: 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p1s/shp4p1s/test02 

NAME                USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/test02  96,0G  93,6T  96,0G  /store/shp4p1s/test02 

 

 

Replication 

One of the features of snapshots is the ability to transfer state somewhere else, including outside the 

current host. That is, you can organize asynchronous data replication. 

To do this, create a snapshot: 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs snapshot p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs list -rtall p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01 47,1K  93,6T  47,1K  /store/shp4p1s/reptest01 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1  0B   -  47,1K  - 

 

To further demonstrate the possible procedure for data replicating from one storage system to another, 

we need an intermediate client machine with any UNIX-like OS. But it can be Windows or MAC OS X if 

you are used to it. Some file management commands assume that it is UNIX shell, the invitation of 

which looks like client # and means working on the command line on the client host side. 

 



The snapshot was created, now we will save the data from it somewhere to ourselves: 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p1s cli zfs send p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1 >1.zfs 

client# ls -l 1.zfs 

-rw-r--r-- 1 test01 staff 49024 нояб. 27 17:08 1.zfs 

 

The zfs send command copies the data of the specified object (usually a snapshot) and writes it to the 

standard output (stdout), which we redirect to the file. 

WARNING: Data volumes may exceed expectations; make sure that you have enough space on the 

target system to complete the operation. 

 

We can transfer it to another site: 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p2s cli zfs receive -uev p4p2s/shp4p2s <1.zfs 

receiving full stream of p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1 into p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@1 

received 47,6K stream in 1 seconds (47,6K/sec) 

 

Flags: 

• u - the received file system is not mounted 

• e - leave only the last element of the name that is appended to the specified path (p4p2s / 

shp4p2s) from the stream (ZFS-stream) 

• v - display additional information (useful when debugging scripts) 

 

Check on the second site that we transmitted the source data 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01 47,1K   172T  47,1K  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@1  0B   -  47,1K  - 

 

As you can see, on the second site, we now have an exact copy of the first site along with the initial shot, 

which we did. 

And we transferred the full contents of DSS1 (storage1) to DSS2 (storage2). There is one small nuisance 

in this scheme, the amount of data can be very large. And often the volume of changes is insignificant, 

that's just what they need to be transmitted, and not a full copy of what we just did. Unfortunately, any 

replication begins with the transfer of all data, so we recommend that you take the replication process 

very seriously. 

 

Let's create another snapshot to show how only changes can be transmitted: 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs snapshot p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01  331K  93,6T   302K  /store/shp4p1s/reptest01 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1  29,2K   -  47,1K  - 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2  0B   -   302K  - 

 

We transfer the difference between the previous picture and the new (last): 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p1s cli zfs send -i p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1 p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2 >2.zfs 

client# ls -l *.zfs 

-rw-r--r-- 1 test01 staff   49024 нояб. 27 17:08 1.zfs 

-rw-r--r-- 1 test01 staff 6052192 нояб. 27 17:42 2.zfs 

 

 



To do this, add the -i parameter to the zfs send command with the argument of the name of the 

snapshot, from which we want to get the difference with the specified (last) one. And the result is 

written to a file (2.zfs on the client). Due to the fact that we added 6 MB of data to DSS1, our file 

increased in volume from the previous state, but it takes exactly the same 6 MB that we recorded. Such 

an operation is called incremental, that is, the difference between the previous and current snapshots. 

To restore data from such files, you must have a snapshot from which you made changes, otherwise we 

will receive an error and the data will not be restored. 

Restore on DSS2: 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p2s cli zfs receive -Fuev p4p2s/shp4p2s <2.zfs 

receiving incremental stream of p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2 into p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@2 

received 5,77M stream in 1 seconds (5,77M/sec) 

A new flag has been added here: 

• F - forced rollback of data state to the last snapshot before data recovery. 

 

Without this flag, we get an error that says that the data has changed. And the fact is that the ARGO 

storage software automatically mounts the received data, which leads to their change relative to the 

data that is restored from the file snapshot. With this flag, the system forcibly rolls back these changes 

(rollback). 

By the way, in the data file there is information that this is an incremental option, and not complete, as 

in the first case, and the system will automatically recognize it. By the -v flag we see the message 

“receiving incremental stream of p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2 into p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@2”.  

The difference state between the same images that we saved was restored. 

Of course, this is a test version, in reality, data volumes cannot be written somewhere to an 

intermediate host, so we can immediately transfer data from DSS1 to DSS2 using our client host: 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs snapshot p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@3 

test01@p4p1s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01  413K  93,6T   355K  /store/shp4p1s/reptest01 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1  29,2K   -  47,1K  - 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2  29,2K   -   302K  - 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@3  0B   -   355K  - 

 

And we pass the incremental version between the third and second snapshots immediately to DSS2: 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p1s cli zfs send -i p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2 p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@3|ssh -p 

2222 p4p2s cli zfs receive -Fuev p4p2s/shp4p2s 

receiving incremental stream of p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@3 into p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@3 

received 265K stream in 1 seconds (265K/sec) 

 

Thus, we do not need to save intermediate data somewhere else (if we need them only for replication). 

Check that both storage systems look the same: 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p1s cli zfs list -r -t all p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01  413K  93,6T   355K  /store/shp4p1s/reptest01 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@1  29,2K   -  47,1K  - 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@2  29,2K   -   302K  - 

p4p1s/shp4p1s/reptest01@3  0B   -   355K  - 

client# ssh -p 2222 p4p2s cli zfs list -r -t all p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01  413K   172T   355K  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@1  29,2K   -  47,1K  - 



p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@2  29,2K   -   302K  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@3  0B   -   355K  - 

 

The described option can be used to automate the replication process from one storage system to 

another, while you completely control the moment the snapshot is created, which is very important for 

some applications, for example, databases, where the consistency of data is an important aspect. 

 

 

Clones 

To create a clone of the file system, you need to select a snapshot, which will become the future file 

system. This allows you to “look into the past”, that is, restore the state that was at the time of creating the 

snapshot and see files that may no longer be on the main file system. We take an example from the 

previous section and make a clone. 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01 

NAME                     USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01  413K  90,9T   355K  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@1  29,2K   -  47,1K  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@2  29,2K   -   302K  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@3  0B   -   355K  - 

To illustrate the process, take the last snapshot (@ 3). The clone creation command looks like this: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs clone p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@3 p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest02 

The command will make a new file system (last argument) from the specified snapshot. 

And now we have a clone: 

test01@p4p2s-cli:~# cli zfs list -r -t all p4p2s/shp4p2s 

NAME                             USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 

p4p2s/shp4p2s                    345T  90,9T  56,1K  /store/shp4p2s 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01          413K  90,9T   355K  /store/shp4p2s/reptest01 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@1        29,2K   -  47,1K  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@2        29,2K   -   302K  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest01@3           0B   -   355K  - 

p4p2s/shp4p2s/reptest02             0B  90,9T   355K  /store/shp4p2s/reptest02 

You can work with the new file system as with the original one, make it available via NFS or through 

samba. 

 

Working with a pool 

Four commands are used to work with the pool: list, status, import, export. The general view of the line 

looks like this: 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool command 

The list command is used to display the name of the pool with which the controller works (or can work): 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool list 

p4p2s 

One or more names are displayed if the pool is not the only one. 

 

The status command displays the current status of the pool or operation, if it requires a long execution 

time, such as import and export of the pool. 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool status 

p4p2s   ONLINE 

For an imported (working pool) command displays the status of this pool: 

• ONLINE - the pool works without failures; 

• DEGRADED - there are problems with one or more disk devices, for a detailed explanation of the 

causes, refer to the ShelfControl Web interface; 

• SUSPENDED - the pool is stopped by the kernel to prevent data corruption, stop working with 

storage and immediately contact technical support; 



• FAULTED - you definitely already need help if you want to try to recover data 

 

The import command is used to import a pool to the controller. 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool import 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool status 

importing is in progress... 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool status 

p4p2s   ONLINE 

The first command from the example starts importing the pool, if at this moment you check the status, we 

get the answer that the process is running and you need to wait for it to complete. At the end of the 

import, the command displays the status of the pool, as in the previous example. 

WARNING: this command has the -f flag in the format cli pool import -f, which forces the pool to be 

imported to the current controller. If you do not verify that the pool is unloaded on another controller, then 

the probability of data corruption increases to almost 100%, if possible, do not use this flag. 

 

The export command is used to unload the pool from the controller. 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool export 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool status 

exporting is in progress... 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool status 

pool is not imported 

As you can see from the example, the first command starts the pool unloading process, which is 

confirmed by the second status request command. The conclusion suggests that the export process is 

still attractive. After completion, a repeated status request indicates that we no longer have a pool on the 

controller. 

 

The last two commands can be executed for a rather long time, it depends on the volume of the pool and 

the percentage of its data fullness. The execution of these commands cannot be canceled or suspended, 

they are also mutually exclusive. This means that if you run the team and make a mistake, you will have 

to wait until the end. Here is an example of a system response to such requests: 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool export 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool import 

exporting is in progress... 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool import 

test01@p4c2s-cli:~# cli pool export 

importing is in progress... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix 1. ZFS commands 

zfs create [ -o prop=value] dataset 

zfs destroy dataset|dataset@snapname 

zfs set prop=value [prop=value] dataset 

zfs get prop|all dataset 

zfs snapshot dataset@snapname 

zfs send dataset@snapname 

zfs receive dataset 

zfs clone dataset@snapname new_dataset 

 

 

 

Configuring WORM functionality (write once - read many) 
 

Description 

 

The basic WORM functionality is provided by the Samba vfs_worm module. 

 

WORM functionality is implemented only for client access, by implementing an additional layer of access 

control and authority to a shared network resource. 

 

Removal of this intermediate layer entails the removal of access restrictions imposed in this layer. The 

WORM layer does not affect the ACL on the underlying file system - thus, the WORM functionality on the 

SMB network share does not affect the resource when accessed via the NFS protocol. 

 

Settings and other module information cannot be used in the audit results, as the specified functionality is 

implemented only for the client side of the connection. 

 

Vfs_worm module settings 

 

The settings for modifying the object are adjusted using the grace_period option, which sets the period 

during which the object can be modified. 

 

You must always set grace_period, as in the opposite case, when creating an object, this object will not 

be possible to change in the future (add content). 

  

Setup Example 

 

In the Samba configuration file editor for the required share you need to add: 

 

vfs objects=worm 

worm: grace_period=86400 # 1 day 

 

After enabling WORM functionality for Samba, you must restart the Samba service using the appropriate 

user interface controls. 
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